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Abstract
NASA Frontier Development Laboratory (FDL) is an applied AI accelerator that
focuses on challenges in space science and exploration. FDL engages interdisciplinary teams of computer scientists and space science domain experts and tasks
them to solve problems that are valuable to NASA and humanity’s future. Here
we show an example of a novel research outcome of FDL, when such a coopetition-type machine learning challenge is applied to interdisciplinary fields such as
astrobiology. We explore and implement cloud-based strategies for the purpose
of understanding the statistical distributions of habitable planets and life in the
universe, and lay out an avenue for future iterations of the FDL program and for
the community.
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Introduction

FDL is an 8-week concentrated R&D deep-dive process using the latest developments in ML and
access to cutting-edge academic research as well as detailed industry partner case studies. It showcases
the potential application of AI to space science and emerging technologies in the space sector.
FDLs public-private partnership, includes private sector engagement from partners including Nvidia,
Lockheed Martin, XPRIZE, Google Cloud, Intel, IBM, KX, and Space Resources Luxembourg. Three
prior FDL sessions have demonstrated that meaningful progress can be industrialised by bringing
individuals at the PhD and Post-Doctoral levels together with industry members to work on problems
in a shared space where they are mentored by senior scientists with a deep knowledge of the problems.
FDL uses sprint methodologies for producing faster results, interdisciplinary teams for better results,
and public-private partnerships to assist in lowering costs. The research results from FDL will be
shared to demonstrate the power of bridging research disciplines and the potential of AI and ML for
enabling new discoveries. The 2018 program held at the SETI Institute and NASA Ames Research
Center focused on AI-based science opportunities within the fields of Exoplanetary Science, Space
Resources, Astrobiology and Space Weather. Unlike other well-defined data science challenges,
FDL has a dynamic project definition phase built into the program to find a specific problem area.
This encourages teams to identify current problems in the field and pathways for potential solutions.
Individuals bring their own experiences and perspectives in a setting that fosters the development
of tools that benefit the wider community. Our team focused on the application of cloud compute
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and ML to better understand the potential distribution and nature of life in the universe (Cabrol et al.,
2018).
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Problem definition

Using a method analogous to the Science Traceability Matrix (Weiss et al., 2005), we linked science
objectives with expected outcomes and identified the measurement and functional requirements of our
project. The Earth and life forms on it provide us with an opportunity to design and test hypotheses
about life on other planets. Gathering data on known metabolic systems on Earth enabled us to extract
generalised principles about the types of metabolisms that could exist on other planets. One issue for
our team was that we had limited data available to run ML algorithms. As far as inhabited planets go,
we know of one: Earth. We decided to generate data for a wide variety of hypothetical biospheres to
scope out the plausible range of habitable atmospheres and metabolisms that could be present in the
universe. We identified a distinct lack of knowledge about the extent to which the concentrations of
greenhouse gases were correlated to the long-term habitability of a planet over millions of years.
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Technological implementation

We tackled this problem by implementing a cloud-based massively parallelised procedural parameter
search for a wide range of planetary atmospheres. Since existing tools were not capable of a broad
parameter scan, we streamlined the ATMOS 1-D atmospheric simulation code developed by the
NASA Virtual Planetary Laboratory (Arney et al., 2016; Meadows, Arney et al., 2016) through
Dockerisation and an easy-to-use Python wrapper. This dramatically increased the usability and
accessibility of the software across a range of platforms. Once containerised, we set up a procedure to
search the parameter space of atmospheric compositions on the Google Cloud Platform. Our search
considered the relative concentrations of greenhouse gases such as methane, carbon dioxide and
water. A total of 124,319 different atmospheres were simulated and we analysed each atmosphere to
establish if the planetary surface temperatures and fluxes of gases were compatible with life. Running
the simulations on cloud instances was incredibly conducive to this study as ATMOS required one to
know the solution for a nearby parameter-point before exploring outwards.
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Project deliverables

The generated dataset of planetary atmospheres can not only be used for training models to bootstrap
the ATMOS code but also as a resource for the community to understand distributions of habitability
parameters such as surface temperatures and free energy available to life on different classes of planets.
The dataset would ultimately enable better interpretations of future observations of exo-atmospheres
and biosignatures.
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New horizons

Future work can also explore the potential for planetary-scale biological regulation (Chopra &
Lineweaver, 2016) by coupling the streamlined cloud implementation of ATMOS and generalised
biology models (Gebauer et al., 2017; Kharecha et al., 2005; Nicholson et al. 2018). Such investigations could give a better understanding of how biology in the universe may affect the evolution of its
host planet and vice versa. These datasets, and biology-coupled datasets to be generated in the future,
may be used to train ML models that further accelerate astrobiological research.
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Conclusion

A larger realisation of this project is the extent to which science, especially in interdisciplinary fields,
can be accelerated by dynamic, private-public challenges like FDL. Challenges that step beyond
the purely competitive model are an excellent catalyst for finding novel applications for the latest
compendium of AI methods. Our project serves as a good example for what can be accomplished by
broadly-scoped ML challenges where teams define their problem and then simulate, aggregate and
collaborate to build datasets to benefit community.
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